
Subject Final Demand for Payment: Unpaid
Amount

From JAMES ANDERSON LAWFIRM
<debtcollection24@outlook.com>

To: att.james@outlook.com
<att.james@outlook.com>

Date Today at 7:07 AM

Case Number: HJKKLI99811200  
Outstanding Amount:  $4463.33  
Lender: CASH ADVANCE USA  
Time Left: 5 hours.  
Contact: att.james@outlook.com   
 
 
 
We write to you as legal representatives of the James
Anderson Law Firm, with respect to the unresolved
matter concerning an outstanding debt in the sum of
$4463.33, associated with your account and identified
by the reference Case Number: HJKKLI99811200.
This correspondence serves as your final opportunity to
address and rectify this issue amicably outside the
purview of court proceedings. Your prompt action within
the ensuing five hours upon receipt of this
communication is of utmost importance to prevent the
initiation of severe legal actions.
 
It has come to our attention that the United Legal
Investigation Bureau has brought forth four grave
allegations against you, each with substantial legal
implications:
 
            1.        Violation of Federal Banking
Regulation  
            2.        Collateral Check Fraud  
            3.        Theft by Deception  
            4.        Electronic Fund Transfer  

 
Kindly take note that Cash Advance USA, the principal
entity, is the custodian of all outstanding obligations. The



entity, is the custodian of all outstanding obligations. The
origin of the loan, whether through a subsidiary such as
(Speedy Cash, Cash Net USA, Ace Cash Express, Cash
Advance, Check 'n Go, Advance America, Check City,
Check Into Cash, Title Max, 100 Days, Net Loan USA,
Cash Advance, 100 Day Loan, Net loan the USA, Fax
free Cash, Payday one, Sonic Cash Money tree, Egg
loans, Check cash Loan, Quickly Payday, Personal Cash
Advance, Rapid Cash, Sonic Payday, Speedy Cash, My
Cash Now, National Payday, Cash Central Loans, Cash
Net 500, Cash Net USA, Allied Cash, Super Pawn,
Check into Cash, Check Smart, Cash America Net, Cash
America, Cash America Pawn, Cash land, Super Pawn,
Cash America Payday Advance), is inconsequential in
the pursuit of a remedy. The primary lender retains the
right to assert grievances and seek legal redress through
appropriate legal avenues, which include but are not
limited to the judicial process.
 
To avert the prospect of escalating legal actions, we
present the following immediate payment alternatives
that require your immediate attention:
 
            1.         A singular settlement of $1900, leading
to a comprehensive resolution of the debt within the
ensuing five hours.  
            2.         Consistent weekly or biweekly
payments of $500, commencing today, until the entire
debt is duly satisfied within the forthcoming five
hours.  
 
We emphasize the urgency and implore you to grasp the
severity of the situation. Failure to respond within the
stipulated timeframe will inevitably result in the following
dire consequences:
 
• A formal filing of the case with the local courthouse.
 
• Prompt notification of this matter extended to your
employer, financial institution, and relevant
references.  
• The initiation of a lawsuit demanding restitution of a
sum total of $28776.87, exclusive of legal fees and
any extant balances associated with your name.  
 
These ramifications include but are not confined to wage
garnishment, the termination of employment, the
suspension of your Social Security Number (SSN), and



suspension of your Social Security Number (SSN), and
any other appropriate legal measures essential for the
recovery of the owed debt.
 
Time is of the essence, leaving you with four hours to
comply with this final opportunity for an alternative
settlement outside of court. It is incumbent upon you to
promptly respond to this communication by engaging with
us at att.james@outlook.com, where we can engage in
the discussion of viable and suitable payment
arrangements.  
 
We caution against underestimating the urgency and
gravity of this situation. Failure to act expeditiously will
inevitably result in the swift initiation of stringent legal
actions against you.
 
We strongly advise seeking legal counsel to gain a
comprehensive understanding of the potential
implications stemming from your decisions. Should you
require further elucidation or have any inquiries, we invite
you to reach out to our office at your earliest
convenience.
 
 
-
 
James Anderson Law Firm  
3282 Estate Drive #240  
Cincinnati, OH 45202  
att.james@outlook.com  
Website: www.attjamesanderson.com  


